Soccermen upset Bridgefield 1-O


Bridgefield, pressed throughout the first half as both teams were held by cold, windy, sloppy weather, but the Tech defense was impenetrable. Dave Dunham's outstanding goal of the season, held off all threats. Dunham captured one of the famous gojo's, the winning effort and now has a season total of 20 goals.

Odoni, goals assist

Odoni attacked the Bridgefield goal in the second half and threatened to score many times in the final two periods. In the final scoring play, left wing Don Moyle, in the fast-breaking Roberts with a pass, and Odoni kicked the ball into the net.

From the 'Ology Varsity Shop...

By Ted Froehl

Taking the bright line in the fall sports scene at Tech are the varsity soccer and cross country squads, whose notable performances over the first half of the season have been topping the MIT record books.
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